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ABSTRACT
An important aspect of the composing process is the

element of organization--the coherent development of ideas and
considerations of relevance. Most investigations of this aspect have
focused on prewriting behavior or on "heuristics," ""frames," or other
approaches that presuppose that organi7ation is something imposed
from the outside and that the composing process begins with the
choice of a pattern within which individual sentences are fitted. The
fields of critical thinking and applied logic suggest a whnlly
different perspective: logic, which treats organization, coherence,
and relevance as integral features of an exposition or argument. If
the logical structure of the composing process is examined, it can be
seen that individual topics, theses, or sentences themselves guile
the production of what follows (a premise points to a conclusion, a
question dictates the sort of answer that will be considered, a claim
dictates the supporting evidence to be supplied). These constraints
and internal patterns can be discovered in bad reasoning as well as
good, and affect both the form and the content of the written
product. Failure to recognize these constraints, or general lack of
attention to the internal organization governed by applied logic, can
lead to a distorted or incomplete model of the composing process.
(The paper contains examples from student papers to illustrate the
constraints imposed by logic.) (Author/FL)
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"PERMISSIO', TO REPRODUCE THIS
MATERIAL hAS BEEN GAANTED BY

Lilly-Marlerm Russow

TO THE EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES Logical Structure and the Composing Process
INFORMATION CENTER (ERIC)."

Lilly-Marlene Russow
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strut tore an argument, when to or

a paragraph, when a particular thought is relevant or not. Thus, a major

ccneern of those who teach or do research in composition is what might be

loosely called 'organization': how a composition is planned, structured, or

organized. In this paper, I would like to propose a new perspective on the

issue of what makes a composition a-izL structured. To look at the

problem from a slightly different angle, I shall consLder 9,--
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ible answers

to the question: why should one cor)osition turn out to be organized, coherent,

well developed, while another rambles, is full of irrelevant remarks, Ath para-

graphs and ideas starting and stopping apparently at random?

Until recently, the way to answer such questions has been to look at the

composition itself, and give a critique of It. For years, students would get

back essays full of cryptic comments such as 'Irrelevant,' 'doesn't follow,'

together with admonitions to try to avoid these faults in their next attempt.

This approach yields little insight into the positive nature of the organ-

izing process.

Those who have more recently become disenchanted with this narrow focus

on the final product, either because of pedagogical misgivings or because of

its limitatio, 1 in terms of research, have turned to a study of the composing

process. Here, empirical data is gathered and analyzed about the steps that

lead up to the production of a well or poorly organized composition. Using

this approach, one might hope to discover that a disorganized essay is due,



e.g., amount of time spent pre-planning, insufficient monfttrri.ng during

the writing process, or the employment of an inappropriate heu

ler than evaluating these appro. -_!s (a task better It t t to then in

like, with help of an ex to sketch

Ra_

other areas of expertise) I we

third Itive,

Suppose that n student in a logic class offers the Eo 1rn irug ;1/

"all atheists come [root somewhere other than Indiana, and anvonc -ho dislikes

Reagan lives outside of Indiana, so people who dislike Reagan must he atheists.'

Concerned about his reasoning skills as well as his xenophobia, I might try to

disc. et- why his argument is so bad. Paralleling the traditional method, I

could simply tell t=he student that the middle term of his argument is not dis-

tributed, and that the argument is therefore invalid. If I look instead at the

steps the student followed in preparing his -gument, I might observe that he,

unlike the better students., did not stop to check his argument before blurting

it out; he had skipped the "check-your-argument-with-a-diagram step" that others

use in the process of generating good arguments. F nally, I might observe that

the mere fact that both premises mention people who live outside of Indi to t does

not gt _ ntee that both :ire about the sro-le groin_ of people, at 1 hence there

no substantive connection between the two .Ant ments.

The third sort cif approach is more like the traditional answer in that it

analyzes the product rather than the process, but it preserves the latter's

intuition that it is important to understand why and how the thing went wrong.

Here, however, the 'why' and 'how' are understood analytically, in ter

the logical structure of the whole, rather than causally, in terms of the actual

steps that led to this result. The justification for this divergence is that

the same result, whether good or bad, can result from any number of different

procedures, while a structural flaw that renders an argument invalid is to be

criticized no matter how it arises. Since our concern here is ultimately



normative -- producing a rood argument rather than a bad one- -our investigative

perspective must rota 'n sight of those I }ormative elements. The third ;Ipprt It,

like the first but not the second, a to ,enerat an under!-;tandLn et why

certain considerations are important and effective. in short, the thiri method

analyzes the logical structure which shapes the a"-gument.

Moving hack to the tot the composing
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The element of logical structure in an essay is perhaps most easily discerned

in the connections which exist between one sentence and its neighbors, or even be-

tween clauses within a sentence. Thus, when DA (acre Appendix L) observes that

"since animals do feel pain. . they should not he eaten," it is clear that

the connection between the first part of the sentence and the second is in-

appropriate or incomplete; the logical structure of the sentence as it

stands, one of two unrelated claims. Less obviously, the last sentence in the

portion of DA's essay reproduced here, although still about meat-eating, has no

structural link with the preceding argument.

To avoid misunderstanding, let me add that I am not equating logical structure

sNod arguments. Someone who argues that animals have an Interest in avoiding

pain, and that interests are a nece condition for having, -:respond ng

right, and concludes that animals therefore have a ht not to suffer, is not

arguing well (the argument is fallacious) but there is still a unifying logical

ucture within which those claims are appropriately grouped

The sti within which one sentence is related to another also forms

the foundation for judgments that a gap exists in the development of the compo-

sition, that something must still he filled in. The rules of logical development

license, in effect, the move from one idea to another, and also fix the limits
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can done In a ainvle such step. lu LER's piper

puzzled by' the introduc on or

example, we are

el about an animal's need to "evolve" simply

because she has left too much of a gap between that idea ana the previously

described concern for living freely in a natural environment.

When a gap such as this one appears, a discerning reader not only not

the gap, but even has a fairly precise intuition about what would b ne fed CO

bridge the gap. This is a useful tool in the attempt to make logical strt_

expileit, in that the reader in effect, assimilating and working within the

logical structure which is required by what is already there. by paying it

tion to what the structure seems to demand (by noting similarities in whl

reader uses to bridge the gap) we can

itself.

In tyre passage in question, the

polatc to the nature of the structure

-p can be filled in in one of two ways:

one can either incorporate a claim natural evolution is an aspect of the

requirement that animals should live freely, or that i a necessar col

for "maintaining harmonious relationships." In either case, logical structure

seems to demand subsumption: 'evolving', as well as 'preservation of the natural

environment,' must be related as particular instances of a more general good.

The choice arises only because LER herself was not clear about what the more

general good is, what -e general, category these particular ideas are to be

subsumed under.

To my knowledge, no definitive or systematic classification of different

possible logical structures has been given. However, by drawing on the resources

of traditional logic, especially recent work in "applied logic" or

thinking," we can generate a preliminary list. Uri that basis, I would suggest

the following types of logical structure :

1) Subsum tion: grouping things together under a broader or more general

category. Citing a list of examples may be a more specific form of this category,



2) Claasification: developing and applying dis within a more

general catgory (in the manner of old, Arist(

differe -).

3) Parallel seAuencina: tracing of alternatives and conjuncts -- including.

perhaps comparisons and contra

4) Entailment chains: following a sequence in which one pro osir nn loads

or points to another,

5) Presupposition analysis: tracing an idea backwards to make explicit

assumptions, concepts, and judgments which form the foundation for that idea

(this may be closely related to, or simply a variant of, entailment chains).

6) TImpssiverefinement: making ideas ever more precise or exact, or

"zeroing in" on a thesis.

n by gontls and

This list deals with the basic, first level structures which have generally

proven adequate and exhaustive in applied logic; however, further investigation

may indicate the need for additional types, or a different classification. These,

and possible er structures determine the organization of individual sentence,

s its own logical structure which determines which parts of the paragraph

support the main thesis, which develop it further, which do not properly belong

there, and so on.

An examination of examples can also illustrate this logical structure as

it applies to an entire paragraph. At the end of DA's first paragraph, the

introduction of 'means of protest' is jarring; this suggests that it does not

fit well into the appropriate logical structure of the remainder of the para-

graph. Most of the paragraph illustrates the structure ealier described as

"progressive refinement ;" in this case, the idea that meat-eating is wrong is

gradually made more precise, and given more substance. The non sequitur

6
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mentioned earl lLr (animals being raised In an environment which causes pain)

unrelated to neighbo ing sen

the overall striwtnre of the aragraph; observation.- .ihont Reins of

test are not.

Finally, loq,ical structure plays an important rate even nt the brc_dest

level of the composing process -- dictating the content and organization of the

composition as a whole. For example, questions of audience and tone are,

fundamenZtally, concerns about what can b.2 presupposed, what must be defined,

and so on. These are considerations which affect and are affected by con-

siderations of logical structure. Whether a writer chooses to explain, de-

scribe, define, or argue will depend on (1) the topic and the logical struc-

tures most appropriately applied to it, and (2) the writer's perception of

his audience--what he expects the audience to bring to the composition by

way of presuppositions, opinions, background knowledge, and other factors

which must find a place within the structure of the composition. The inter-

action of these two factors helps determine the logical structure of the

composition as a whole.

nonetheless ntc}d

wri

The importance logical structure need not be limited to argumentative

ing, although it is easiest -gnize there. Logical structure is

responsible for a composition's being coherent or incoherent, it determines

whether certain remarks are relevant or not, and it guides meaningful and

appropriate development. Since these factors are essential in many different

writing tasks, including narrativ --criptive, __A expository ing, it

is important to consider the logical structures of such compositons,

All of what I have been saying about logical structure may strike some

as based on little more than speculation and, perhaps, effrontery. After

all, I have cited only a few examples, and have certainly not offered any

empirical evidence for the claims I have advanced. My justification

7
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this is simple: the fact that compositions have a logical structure is a

conclusion which follows directly from the observation that they can be well

or poorly organized, that statements can cohere or fail to do and all

the other common sense evaluations that apply to this tops _. The question

of what sorts of logical structures one can choose from is open to L2mpirica

investigatiol sort-°i earful rtmilvsis of the wi(h.t pas ibis rang-

of written workbut even this must be inf, i-med by an u 1 rst ndinv of

logical concepts involved, and a theorrr tic l consideration of which classi-

fication schemes are most useful. This independence from ompirica pr-

can he made more plausible by filling in a few more details about the nature

of a logical structure.

Empirical research can determine things like which, if inv, rules a

person consciously employs when engaged in a given activity: we can d s-

cover, for example, whether someone in the process of writing 'receives'

employs the rule 'i before e except after c.' But this sort research

will not help with logical structure, since logical structures are not some

sort of rule that a person can employ (althoughand this is an empirical

questionsome people might employ rules which are designed to lead to the

production of something with a certain logical structure). Rather, logical.

structures are more aptly thought of as patterns which we, looking nn, can

abstract from an essay, and then analyze in terms of the connections, rifles,

and patterns of logic. It would consequently be misguided to focus on the

conscious strategy that a writer employs in order to uncover the logical

structure; structure is a property of the work, not of the process which led

to

For similar reasons, it would also be wrong to think of logical structures

as something like 'heuristics' or 'plans' which a writer has internalized,

and which serve (whether consciously or unconsciously) as instructions



which the writer ollows while writing. FIir one th!ng, we can de mine with

complete accuracy the 1vt ical

pletely ignorant of the procedure t

ir of a bit of writing even if we are coal-

followed to produce any

number of mutually incompatible procedures might result in compositions with the

same logical structure. Secondly, a choice of heuristic or plan is essentially

arbitrary from an internal perspective, although it may be influenced by such ex-

ternal factors as culture, training, and the -_'s preferences. Logical

structures afford much room for choice, but what guidance they do provide depends

on thenatureof the words and the thoughts they contain; it i.s an internal

straint, not something which is imposed on the topic or idols. This difference

between a heuristic d a logical structure can he likened to the difference be-

tween a puzzle in which the object is to b n pieces into the shape

of a cube, and one in which the only goal is to arrange them in a pleasing pattern.

Solutions to either puzzle will exhibit some sort of order, but in the first case,

the order will be dictated primarily by the constraints of the puzzle -rules And

the pieces themselves; in the second case, the patter will be the result of a

procedure which consciously or unconsciously imposes an externally determined pat-

tern. Less dogmatically, we can recognize that the distinction between internal

and external constraints is better conceived of as a continuum; nonetheless, the

distinction is still an important one.

Even though questions like "do compositions have a logical structure?

"how should we classify or define different sorts of logical structures or even

"why does this composition have the logical structure it does?" are not the sort

of questions to be answered by empirical methods, there are ways in which the

concept of logical structures is relevant to empirical research More particularly,

can serve both as a corrective (or at least a cautionary note) and as a positive

indication of possible areas of investigation.

Considerations about logical structure can serve as a corrective simply
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A great deal of recent work Oil composition has started with the goal c i in-

vestigating the writing process, but has quickly translated that into an account

of the activity or behavior which immediately prced completion _ writing

task (roughly, the behavior which occurs between the time a person is assi-,- a

writing task and the time he or she turns the composition over to the reset h--).

Thus, planning can easily be translated into 'pre - writing'. taut this move from

'planning' to 'pre-writing' can be justified only if one assumes that the question

"why did this composition turn out well/poorly organized?" is under toad as

a question about the casual antecedents, the steps which were followed in pro-

daring the work, the conscious behavior of T am not 'Um that

this is the wrong, way of understanding the Question; i am claiming that the

assurnntion must be evaluated in light of alt the alternatives, and that includes

logical structure. Thus, researchers must remain open, at least initially, to

the possibility that such factors planning might be illAmina ed by.means

other than for example, a protocol analysis which tells us only what the subject

does and/or says.

On the positive side, considerations of logical structure do generate some

possible topics for empirical research, mostly having to do with questions of

how logical structures are assimilated, recognized, and incorporated. Thus, one

might ask whether pertain logical structures are more difficult than others

We., most likely to be used in an inappropriate way or incorrectly carried

through). If so, can a student learn more effectively in a program that utilizes



topics and assignments that rely on the simpler logical structures bef(. _ pro-

gressing to the more complicated ones? (that is is subsumptIon a logical

structure that is more likely to be correctly real- ed in a composition than

ailment chf ins, and ,f s,7), will a srudent 1.-t -t more when he

c iptive topics before 'analysis' topics). One might experiment with diffe

ent ways of making writers attentive to the logical structure of their work, to

see whether that has any effect on their competence. A third question might

concern transference: does an ability to produce sentences that stand in appro-

pri te logical relations to each other carry over to an abilitv to produ. e longer

paragraphs or compositions with the equivalent logical structures'? At this point,

provisional analysis turns into research questions, and that seems like a good

place for a philosopher to stop.

Lilly-Marlene Russow
Department of Philosophy
Purdue University
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Appendix #1

Excerpts from Student Papers

LER:
When considering what would he the right way to treat an animal one should

attempt to imagine himself as that animal, and decide how he would like to be

treated in the given situation. One needs to consider the biological as well

as behavioral needs of that animal. As I do so, I have come to the conclusion

that by allowing the animal to live freely in its natural environment we are

doing it justice. To achieve this, first of all the natural environment

must be preserved and second, the animals must be allowed to eviove tit rough

the selective pressures of natural selection, maintaining the harmonious

relationships between species.

DA: The way most animals are raised causes them pain and suffering. Pain or

being capable of feeling pain is one prerequisite for possessing rights.

Since animals do feel pain and are raised in an environment which causes hem

pain, they should not he eaten. This is an effective means to protest factory

farming.

Though the world hunger situation was only briefly discussed in this class,

I feel that this is also an excellent reason not to eat meat. Eating grain-

fed beef or pork or any other meat which could save a life is highly immoral.

f the grain could reach the people who need it, thousands of lives could be

saved. The majority of the meat eaten is poor quality, anyway. This alone

is justification for condemning someone who eats meat.


